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ABSTRACT  Tris+/Na +  permeability  ratios  were  measured  from  shifts  in  the 
biionic reversal potentials of the macroscopic ACh-induced currents for 3 wild-type 
(WT),  1 hybrid, 2 subunit-deficient,  and 25 mutant nicotinic receptors expressed in 
Xenopus oocytes.  At  two  positions  near  the  putative  intracellular  end  of M2,  2' 
({xThr244,  13Gly255,  -yThr253,  8Ser258)  and  -1',  point  mutations  reduced  the 
relative Tris + permeability of the mouse receptor as much as threefold. Comparable 
mutations  at several  other positions  had  no effects on relative Tris ÷ permeability. 
Mutations  in  ~  had  a  greater  effect  on  relative  Tris +  permeability  than  did 
comparable  mutations  in  ~/;  omission  of the  mouse  ~  subunit  (~0  receptor)  or 
replacement of mouse ~ with Xenopus ~ dramatically reduced relative Tris + perme- 
ability. The WT mouse muscle receptor (a15~8) had a higher relative permeability to 
Tris ÷ than the wild-type Torpedo receptor. Analyses of the data show that (a) changes 
in the Tris+/Na + permeability ratio produced by mutations correlate better with the 
hydrophobicity of the amino acid residues in M2 than with their volume; and (b) the 
mole-fraction dependence of the reversal potential in mixed Na+/Tris + solutions is 
approximately  consistent with  the  Goldman-Hodgkin-Katz voltage equation.  The 
results suggest that the main ion selectivity filter for large monovalent cations in the 
ACh receptor  channel  is  the  region  delimited  by positions  -1'  and  2'  near  the 
intracellular end of the M2 helix. 
INTRODUCTION 
Previous work (Dwyer, Adams, and Hille,  1980) suggests that the nicotinic acetylcho- 
line receptor channel  (nAChR) acts like a  simple molecular sieve,  selectively exclud- 
ing cations  on the basis of their  size. The nAChR is  permeable  to a wide variety of 
organic and inorganic cations, as well as to some small uncharged molecules (Maeno, 
Edwards, and Anraku,  1977; Huang, Catterall,  and Ehrenstein,  1978; Adams, Dwyer, 
and Hille,  1980; Dwyer et al.,  1980).  The selectivity for monovalent metal cations is 
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weak (Adams et al.,  1980). The permeability of monovalent organic cations decreases 
monotonically with  the  size  of the  cation.  Permeability approaches  zero for cation 
dimensions near 6.5 ~,  ×  6.5/k (Dwyer et al.,  1980).  This observation suggests that 
the  selectivity  of the  nAChR  for  monovalent  organic  cations  is  determined  by  a 
narrow region of the pore with a cross-section of ~ 6.5 ~, x  6.5 A. (Dwyer et al.,  1980). 
Streaming potential measurements indicate  that  the  longitudinal  dimension  of the 
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FIGURE  1.  Aligned  amino acid sequences  for the mouse (LaPolla, Mixter-Mayne,  and David- 
son,  1985; Isenberg,  Mudd,  Shah,  and  Merlie,  1986; Yu,  LaPolla,  and  Davidson,  1986; 
Gardner, 1990), Torpedo (Noda, Takahashi, Tanabe, Toyosato, Furutani, Hirose, Asai, Inayama, 
Miyata, and Numa, 1982; Claudio,  Ballivet, Patrick, and Heinemann, 1983; Noda, Takahashi, 
Tanabe, Toyosato, Kikyotani,  Hirose, Asai, Takashima, Inayama, Miyata, and Numa,  1983), 
and Xenopus M2 regions (Baldwin, Yoshihara,  Blackmer,  Kinter,  and Burden,  1988). Amino 
acids are given by the single  letter code.  The NH  2 -terminus of M2 was labeled position  1' 
(Charnet et al.,  1990) and corresponds to c~Met243, [3Met254, ~/Cys252, and 8Thr257 in terms 
of the total sequence numbers. Subunits  are indicated at left and position number in  M2 is 
indicated above the sequence. 
narrowest  region  of  the  nAChR  is  3-6  /~  (Dani,  1989),  suggesting  that  the  ion 
selectivity filter of the nAChR is confined to a fairly small region of the channel pore. 
This paper localizes the region responsible for Na+/Tris + selectivity. 
The  M2  region  of the  nAChR  is  thought  to line  the  channel  pore  (see  Stroud, 
McCarthy,  and  Shuster,  1990;  Lester,  1992)  and  point  mutations  suggest  that  the COHEN ET AL.  Narrowest  Region of nAChR Channel  547 
narrowest portion of the pore is within the amino (NH2)-terminal half of M2 (Imoto, 
Busch,  Sakmann,  Mishina,  Konno,  Nakai,  Bujo,  Mori,  Fukuda,  and  Numa,  1988; 
Leonard, Labarca, Charnet, Davidson, and Lester, 1988; Charnet, Labarca, Leonard, 
Vogelaar,  Czyzyk, Gouin,  Davidson,  and  Lester,  1990;  Konno,  Busch,  von Kitzing, 
Imoto,  Wang,  Nakai,  Mishina,  Numa,  and  Sakmann,  1991;  ViUarroel,  Herlitze, 
Koenen,  and  Sakmann,  1991),  which is between positions  -1'  and 6'  according to 
our numbering system (see Fig.  1). There might also be an important ion-binding site 
near  the  carboxy  (COOH)  terminus  of M2  at  position  14'  (Eisenman,  Villarroel, 
Montal, and Alvarez,  1990). 
Reversal  potential  measurements  provide  the  most  appropriate  and  sensitive 
technique  for  assessing  small  changes  in  pore  structure;  we  expected  that  such 
changes might dramatically alter the permeability of large cations such as Tris  +. To 
test the hypothesis that the ion selectivity of the nAChR is determined by this narrow 
region of the pore and to localize the selectivity filter more precisely, we examined 
the effect of point mutations in M2 on the Tris+/Na + permeability ratio (PvJPNa) of 
the mouse nAChR. Wild-type (WT) and mutated nAChR's were expressed in Xenopus 
oocytes (Mishina,  Kurosaki, Tobimatsu,  Morimoto, Noda, Yamamoto, Terao, Lind- 
strom,  Takahashi,  Kuno,  and  Numa,  1984;  White,  Mixter-Mayne,  Lester,  and 
Davidson,  1985) and PTJPN~ was determined electrophysiologically from the shift in 
the biionic reversal potential of the macroscopic ACh-induced current (Dwyer et al., 
1980). 
The  results  suggest  that  the  main  ion  selectivity  filter  of the  nAChR  for  large 
monovalent cations is localized to a region delimited by positions -  1' and 2' near the 
NH2-terminus of M2, and that the hydrophobicity of the residues in this region is a 
more important determinant of ion selectivity than the volume of the residues. The 
results also  show  that  nAChR's formed without  the  ~  subunit  (~0 receptors) have a 
much lower relative permeability to Tris  + than the WT mouse and 7o receptors. 
A  preliminary  report  of  these  results  has  appeared  in  abstract  form  (Cohen, 
Labarca, Davidson, and Lester,  1991). 
METHODS 
Source of Wild-Type nAChR's 
Sources  of the cDNA clones  for the  mouse and  Torpedo et, f~, ~1, and 8 subunits  have been 
described  previously  (White  et  al.,  1985; Yoshii, Yu,  Mixter-Mayne,  Davidson,  and  Lester, 
1987). The mouse subunits  were cloned from the BC3H-1 cell line. The mouse ~ subunit was 
generously provided by Dr. P. Gardner, Dartmouth Medical School, and the Xenopus ~ subunit 
by Dr. S. Burden, Massachusetts  Institute of Technology. 
Point Mutations 
Point mutations are indicated in the text by subscripts  of the mutated subunits  containing first, 
the single letter code of the original amino acid; second, the number of the position in M2; and 
third, the single  letter code of the replacement amino acid.  For example, ~s~,v represents a 
subunit mutated at position 2' so the original serine is replaced by phenylalanine. Mutations 
and mRNA synthesis were carried out as previously described (Leonard et al.,  1988; Charnet et 
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Oocyte Expression 
Oocytes were injected with 2-19 ng of mRNA per nAChR subunit,  generally in the ratio 2:1:1:1 
(a:~:V:~),  and  incubated  in  a  modified  Barth's  solution  (96  mM  NaC1,  2  mM  KCI,  1.8  mM 
CaCl  2,  1  mM  MgCl  2,  2.5  mM  sodium  pyruvate,  0.1  mg/ml  gentamicin  sulfate,  and  5  mM 
HEPES, pH  7.4)  for 2-10  d  before recording.  Gentamicin was removed from the incubation 
media in later experiments because it inhibits WT nAChR expression (Okamoto and Sumikawa, 
1991). 
Voltage Clamp of Oocytes 
The  oocytes were voltage clamped with  two  microelectrodes using  an Axoclamp  2A voltage 
clamp circuit (Axon Instruments,  Inc., Foster City, CA). Both microelectrodes were filled with 3 
M KC1 and had resistances of 0.5-1.5 MI~. Membrane voltage was recorded differentially using 
a  1 M KCI salt bridge as a bath reference electrode. The current ground was either an Ag-AgC1 
pellet  or  another  1  M  KCI  salt  bridge.  The  highest  possible  gain  of  the  voltage  clamp 
(~ 10,000) was used to minimize errors in the holding potential. All recordings were made at 
room temperature  (23-25°C) with continuous saline superfusion. 
Generation of Macroscopic Current-Voltage Relations 
Current-voltage (I-V) relations for the whole oocyte were generated by ramping the potential 
within a 60-120-mV range around the expected reversal potential of the current over a period 
of 0.9  s. An MS-DOS computer equipped with pCLAMP V5.5  software  (Axon Systems,  Foster 
City, CA) controlled the command potential and recorded the voltage clamp currents.  Current 
signals were analog filtered with an eight-pole, low-pass Bessel filter (Frequency Devices Inc., 
Haverhill,  MA) at  100-250  Hz and were digitally sampled at a  frequency 4-10  times higher 
than  the  corner  frequency  (f~)  of  the  filter.  We  obtained  the  mean  I-V relation  for  the 
ACh-induced  current  by  ramping  the  voltage  three  times  in  the  presence  and  absence  of 
bath-applied ACh (10-7-10 -2 M) and digitally subtracting  the mean background  current from 
the mean current in ACh. The biionic reversal potential for the agonist-induced current (Vr) was 
read directly from the ACh-induced I-V relation or by fitting a straight line to the portion of the 
curve surrounding  V  r. We found little or no response to ACh in noninjected oocytes even at the 
highest concentration used (10 mM ACh). 
Measurement of Permeability Ratios 
Permeability ratios for the nAChR were determined from shifts in V  r (Dwyer et al.,  1980).  V  r was 
measured for each oocyte first in a NaCI solution containing 98 mM NaCI,  1 mM MgCl  2, 2 mM 
NaOH,  and  5  mM  HEPES  (pH  7.4-7.5),  followed by a  measurement  in a  Tris'HCI solution 
containing  114 mM Tris'OH,  1 mM MgCI~,  5 mM buffer (HEPES or ACES, depending on the 
pH required), and enough HC1 to bring the solution to pH 6.3 or 7.4. Ca  2+ was omitted from 
the bathing  solutions  to  suppress  the endogenous  Ca2+-activated  C1-  current  (Miledi,  1982; 
Barish,  1983). MgCI~ (1 mM) was included because we found large background conductances in 
the absence of external divalents. In some experiments we added 75 p.M niflumic or flufenamic 
acid and  1-10  p~M atropine  sulfate  to suppress  the background  CI- conductance  (White and 
Aylwin, 1990) and residual muscarinic responses (Dascal,  1987). The junction potential of the 1 
M  KCI  salt  bridge  in  different  cation  solutions was  measured  with  a  ceramic  frit  reference 
electrode (Beckman Instruments,  Inc., Fullerton, CA). Shifts in V, were corrected for changes in 
this potential. We omitted the external Mg  2+ concentration  in our calculation of permeability 
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Single-Channel  Recordings 
Single ACh-activated channels for the mouse WT (afl~/8) and afl"t~s2,v  mutant were recorded in 
outside-out patches in a symmetrical KC1 solution (100 mM KCI, 2 mM MgCI~, 10 mM EGTA, 
5 mM KOH, and  10 mM HEPES, pH 7.4) as previously described (Leonard et al., 1988).  We 
measured single-channel conductance in one of two ways: (a) by ramping the voltage and fitting 
a  straight  line  to  the  channel  openings  by  eye,  or  (b)  by  compiling all-points, amplitude 
histograms of the  current  at  one  or  more  potentials  and  fitting the  sum  of two  or more 
Gaussian  curves  to  the  histogram  data using  pCLAMP.  Estimates  of the  slope  and  chord 
conductance were consistent with each other, as were estimates of the slope conductance using 
either of the two methods outlined above. Data for the histograms were filtered at 2 kHz with 
an eight-pole, low-pass Bessel filter and sampled at 8 kHz. Recordings were made at either 13 
or 23°C.  ACh concentrations were  100  p.M for ~t[3~Ss2,  F and 0.5,  1, or  100  ~M for ~[3,/~. We 
found  no  differences in  the  conductance levels of a[3~  at different agonist concentrations. 
There were not enough openings in the c~13,¢~s2,  F patches to compare the kinetics of the a[3~/~ 
and ctl3~/~s~,  F channels. 
Statistical Analysis 
We used  the Tukey  HSD  test (Zar,  1984),  as implemented in SYSTAT V.4,  (SYSTAT Inc., 
Evanston, IL), to detect significant differences between multisample means. All the data on the 
mean  relative  permeabilities of the  receptors  to  Tris  ÷ were  included  in  a  single  test  of 
significance, except for the data on the effects of varying the concentration of the ~ subunit, 
which were tested separately. 
RESULTS 
Point mutations were  made  at positions  -1',  9',  6',  10',  and  14'  because  previous 
experiments (Giraudat, Dennis, Heidmann, Chang, and Changeux,  1986;  Oberth~ir, 
Muhn,  Baumann,  Lottspeich,  Wittmann-Liebold,  and  Hucho,  1086;  Imoto  et  al., 
1088;  Leonard et al.,  1988;  Charnet et al.,  1990;  Revah,  Galzi, Giraudat, Haumont, 
Lederer,  and  Changeux,  1990;  Konno  et  al.,  1991;  Villarroel et al.,  1991)  and  an 
energy-minimized model of M2  (Oiki,  Madison,  and  Montal,  1990)  suggested  that 
these residues face the pore. In addition to these mutations,  a  single mutation was 
made at a  position not thought to face the pore (position 12'). 
Mutations Had Little Effect on Reversal Potentials in NaCl 
Changes  in the amino acid composition of the nAChR had little effect on  Vr in the 
standard  NaCI solution,  Vr(Na). We measured  mean  Vr(Na  ) for 34  different nAChR 
receptor  types  expressed  in Xenopus  oocytes.  The  most  reliable estimate  of mean 
Vr(Na) was the value for the WT mouse receptor (~13~/~). The etch8 receptor had the 
highest level of expression and largest sample size. Mean Vr(Na  ) for ~13~/~ was -  7  +  4 
mV  (mean-+ SD,  n  =  142),  near  previously  reported  reversal  potentials  for  WT 
nAChR's expressed in oocytes and bathed in similar solutions (Sakmann, Methfessel, 
Mishina, Takahashi, Takai,  Kurasaki, Fukuda, and Numa,  1985;  Yoshii et al.,  1987; 
Kullberg, Owens,  Camacho,  Mandel, and Brehm,  1990).  Mean  Vr(Na) for the other 
33 receptor types ranged from  -2  to -  11  mV (n =  3-53). Two receptors displayed a 
mean  Vr(Na) that was marginally different (0.04  <  P  <  0.05)  from otl3,/~: 0tl3~5 and 550  THE  JOURNAL  OF  GENERAL  PHYSIOLOGY  •  VOLUME  99  •  1992 
ct[37~,.  Mean Vr(Na  ) was -2  +-- 2 mV (n  =  4) for et[35%, the receptor with five times the 
concentration  of the e  subunit substituted  for % and  -2  4- 4  mV (n =  23) for ct[3~/~,, 
the mouse-Xenopus  hybrid with mouse or, [3, and % and Xenopus 5. We did not explore 
these results in greater detail. The overall mean Vr(Na  ), excluding these two receptor 
types,  was  -5  -+  4  mV  (n =  634).  Changes  in  the  external  pH  (5.7-7.4)  and  the 
concentration  of ACh  (1-10  p,M),  or the  addition  of 75  I~M  niflumic  acid,  100  I~M 
atropine,  1 mM Mg  2+, or 3 mM Ba  z+ to the bath did not affect Vr(Na). The absence of 
an  effect  of external  pH  on  Vr(Na  ) was  consistent  with  previous  data  (Ritchie  and 
Fambrough,  1975; Trautmann  and Zilber-Gachelin,  1976). 
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FIGURE 2.  I-V relations for an oocyte injected with mRNA for the WT mouse nAChR (~t13",/~) 
and voltage-clamped with two microelectrodes. Vertical lines indicate the reversal  potential (V,) 
of the ACh-induced current (lath)' (A) I-V relations in NaCI with and without ACh. (B) lath in 
NaCI with and without 5 ~M d-TC present. (C)/-V relations in Tris'HCl with and without ACh. 
(D) IAch in Tris'HCl with and without 10 I~M d-TC. 
Wild-Type Mouse and Torpedo Receptors Have Different Tris + Permeabilities 
Fig.  2  shows  an  example  of macroscopic  I-V relations  for the  mouse ~t[3~  in  NaC1 
and  in  Tris'HC1.  The  curves  in  Fig.  2A  were  generated  by  ramping  the  potential 
from -30  to  +30 mV in NaC1 with and without  1 I~M ACh present,  and the curves in 
Fig.  2 C  were  generated  by  ramping  from  -90  to  +30  mV  in  Tris-HCl  with  and 
without 5  I~M ACh present.  Fig.  2, B  and D, shows I-V relations for the ACh-induced 
current  (Iach).  IACh reversed  at  -7  mV in NaCI and at  -34  mV in Tris'HCl,  and also 
showed the rectification  (Fig.  2 B ) typical of a muscle nAChR in NaCI (Mishina et al., COHEN ET AL.  Narrowest  Region of nAChR Channel  551 
1985; Yoshii et al., 1987). IACh  was almost completely blocked by 5 }~M d-tubocurarine 
(doTC) in NaCI (Fig. 2 B) and  10 I~M d-TC in Tris.HC1 (Fig. 2 D). 
The ratio of the Tris + to  Na  + permeability, PTe,/PNa, is related  to  the  difference 
between the reversal potential in Tris + and Na  +, [Vr(Tris)  -  V~ (Na)], by the following 
equation: 
PTn,  [  Na+] 
--  10  [vr('I'ris)- Vr(Na)]/59 mV 
p~,  -  [Tris  +] 
where  59  mV is  2.3RT/F at  23°C,  [Tris +]  is the  external Tris ÷ concentration,  and 
[Na ÷] is the external Na + concentration. For the experiment of Fig. 2, V  r shifted -27 
mV after  100  mM  Na ÷ was  replaced with  98  mM Tris ÷.  Thus,  PTn~/PNa  was  0.36, 
assuming that pK, (Tris) =  8.2 at 23°C (Good, Winget, Winter, Connolly, Izawa, and 
Singh,  1966). 
Mean PTns/PNa  for the mouse otl3~8 was about twice as large as that for the Torpedo 
WT nAChR,  (ai$~/8)T. Mean  [Vr(Tris ) -  V~(Na)] was  -27  +-  3  mV (n =  59) for a[~/8 
after 100 mM external Na  + was replaced with 98 mM Tris ÷, and -39  -  5 mV (n =  4) 
for (0t[3~/8)v. Mean PTJPNa was 0.36  --+ 0.04 for al3~8 and 0.22  --. 0.05 for (a13"/8)T. 
Mean  PTns/PNa for  (al3"g8)T was  consistent  with  the  previous  estimate  of  0.18 
obtained from reconstituted  Torpedo nAChR's in lipid bilayers (Oiki,  Dahno,  Madi- 
son, and Montal,  1988) and from frog nAChR's at the motor endplate (Dwyer et al., 
1980).  Mean PT¢is/PN~  for tx13~8 was higher than these values, but it was close to the 
0.30  obtained  for frog nAChR's  using  internal  cation  concentrations  measured  by 
flame photometry (Fiekers and Henderson,  1982). 
We  had  to  use  higher  agonist  concentrations  to  obtain  responses  from oocytes 
injected  with  (ct[~,/8)T than  those  injected  with  ct[3,/8.  However,  raising  the  ACh 
concentration for 0tl3,/8 to the same levels used for (0tl3",/8)T, while adding 10 I~M d-TC 
to  avoid  saturating  the  voltage  clamp,  did  not  affect V  r for the  mouse  nAChR  in 
Tris'HCl (n =  10).  Thus, the difference between PT,~/PN, for the mouse and Torpedo 
nAChR's was not an artifact of agonist concentration. 
To  control  for  the  possibility  that  enough  uncharged  Tris  crossed  the  oocyte 
membrane  at  pH  7.4  to  raise  the  apparent  PTJPN,  for  the  mouse  nAChR,  we 
measured PTJPN, for the mouse ct[~/8 at pH 7.4 and 6.3. About 14% of the external 
Tris was uncharged at pH 7.4, and  1% at pH 6.3.  Lowering the pH from 7.4 to 6.3 
had no effect on PTn~/PNa (n =  8). Thus, the movement of uncharged Tris across the 
oocyte membrane at pH 7.4 was not sufficient to raise the apparent PTn~/PN~ for the 
mouse nAChR. 
Mutations  Change the Permeability to Tris ÷ 
A number of the point mutations in M2 significantly altered the relative permeability 
of the mouse nAChR  to Tris +.  39 combinations of mouse muscle receptor mRNAs 
with point mutations were injected into oocytes. 25 of these mutants yielded currents 
sufficiently  large  for  the  measurement  of  the  reversal  potentials  in  riffs  ÷.  For 
individual mutants in this group, mean [Vr(Tris ) -  V~(Na)] ranged from -26  to -59 
mV, and mean PT¢JPN~ ranged from 0.37 to 0.11. 
Fig.  3 summarizes the relationship between the position of a  mutation in M2 and 
its  effect  on  the  relative  permeability  of  the  channel  to  Tris +,  as  measured  by 552  THE  JOURNAL  OF  GENERAL  PHYSIOLOGY  •  VOLUME  99  •  1992 
[V,  fFris)-  Vr(Na)].  More  negative  values  of  [Vr(Tris)-  Vr(Na)]  imply  a  smaller 
relative Tris + permeability.  13 of the  17 receptors with mutations at positions  -1'  or 
2'  had a  mean  [VfFris) -  V,(Na)]  that was less than  the WT mean minus  2  SD and 
had Tris+/Na ÷ permeability ratios  that were significantly different from the WT (see 
below).  For  the  seven  receptors  with  mutations  at  positions  6',  10',  12',  and  14', 
[Vr(Tris ) -  V~(Na)]  fell  within  2  SD  of the  WT  mean  and  Tris+/Na ÷  permeability 
ratios were not significantly different from the WT (see below). Mutations at positions 
6' and  10' did not affect the relative permeability of the channel to Tris + even though 
previous data  indicate  that these  two positions face the pore  (Leonard et al.,  1988; 
Charnet  et  al.,  1990).  [Vr(Tris) -  Vr(Na)]  for  the  single  receptor  we  tested  with 
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FIGURE 3.  Relationship between the position of mutations in M2 and [Vr(Tris) -  Vr(Na)], the 
difference between the reversal potential of lAch in Tris'HCl and NaCI. Points represent mean 
[Vr(Tris  ) -  Vr(Na)] for 25 mutant receptors of al378 (17 mutants at position 2'; some individual 
points  lying between  -20 and  -40  mV are obscured  by others).  Error bars  show  standard 
deviation (SD) of mean. Mutants that affect QX-222 binding (Leonard et al.,  1988; Charnet et 
al.,  1990) are shown as hollow circles. Solid horizontal line denotes [Vr(Tris  ) -  Vr(Na)  ] for al3~ 
and dotted lines give _-. 2 SD. 
mutations at both positions  10' and  12' (C~SI0,A[~'~TI2,A~)  also fell within 2 SD of the WT 
mean (plotted as a filled circle at position  10 in Fig. 3). 
Fig. 4 A shows ACh-induced I-V relations in NaC1 and in Tris'HCl for a position 2' 
mutant  with  one  of  the  lowest  Tris+/Na ÷  permeability  ratios,  cxl3,/~s2,  r  The  I-V 
relations in NaC1 were generated by applying 50 IxM ACh and ramping the potential 
from  -30  to  +30 mV, and  in Tris-HCl by applying  100  tzM ACh and ramping the 
potential  from  -120  to 0  mV.  IACh reversed at  + 1 mV in  NaCI and  at  -49  mV in 
Tris'HC1. Thus,  [Vr(Tris) -  Vr(Na)] was  -50  mV for this oocyte; Pvris/PNa was 0.14. 
The  a13~3s2,  F mutation  also  slightly  altered  the  rectification  of Iach in  NaC1  (Fig. 
4 B).  Fig.  4 B  shows whole-oocyte IoV relations  taken  from one oocyte injected with 
a[3~/8 and from another oocyte injected with a[3~t~s2,r at agonist concentrations where COHEN El" AL.  Narrowest Region  of nAChR Channel  553 
desensitization occurred  too slowly to distort the I-V relations during ramps  (3  ~M 
ACh  for al3,/8  and  10  wM ACh  for a[3~Ss~.F). The I-V relations were  normalized by 
translating the etch8 curve along the voltage axis to match the reversal potential of 
the ctl3~/Ss2,r  curve and then dividing the otJ3,/8 current by a scaling factor to equate the 
etch/8  and  ct[3~/Ss~,F currents  at  -117  inV.  In  the  resulting  curves  in  Fig.  4 B,  the 
ACh-induced  current  for  et[3~Ss~,F rectified  more  strongly  inwardly  than  did  the 
current for the WT. 
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FIGURE 4.  ACh-induced  I-V 
relations for al3~Ss2F and al3"/8 
(WT).  Horizontal line indicates 
I  =  0 nA. (A) ACh-induced I-V 
relations  in  NaCI  and  in 
Tris'HCl  from  an  oocyte  in- 
jected with  ct[3"YSs~.  ~.  (B)  ACh- 
induced  /-V relations  in  NaC1 
for  ctl3,/Ss~,  F and  eta,/8  gener- 
ated by ramping the command 
voltage from  -120 to  +50 mV 
and applying 3 trM ACh to the 
al3vS-injected  oocyte  and  10 
~M  ACh  to  the  ct[3~/Ss~.v-in- 
jected oocyte. V,(Na) was origi- 
nally -6  mV for ct[3~ and  -5 
mV  for  ct[3,tSs2,  F.  The  magni- 
tude oflAc  h for the WT was 5.27 
times  greater  than  that  for 
ct[3~/Ss2,  r  at  -117  mV.  We 
shifted  the  a[3~8  /-V  relation 
+ 1 mV  along the voltage axis 
and  divided  the  current  by  a 
factor of 5.3  to obtain the /-V 
relation for ct{3,t8 shown in the 
figure. 
We  used  PTJPNa,  rather  than  [V~(Tris)- Vr(Na)],  to  determine  which  mutant 
receptors were  significantly different from  the WT. The  permeability ratio contains 
the same information as the difference in the reversal potential. However, the Tukey 
HSD  test  assumes  homogeneous  sample variance  and we  found  that  transforming 
[Vr(Tris  ) -  V~(Na)]  to Pxris/PNa reduced the heterogeneity of the sample variance. 554  THE  JOURNAL  OF  GENERAL  PHYSIOLOGY  •  VOLUME  99 • 1992 
Only receptors with mutations at positions -  1' or 2' had relative permeabilities to 
"Iris  ÷ that were  significantly different (P  <  0.01)  from  the WT. Table  I  gives mean 
[V~(Tris) -  V~(Na)]  and PT,JPNa for  the  13  mutant receptors  that were  significantly 
different.  Mean P-rJPN~ in Table  I  ranged  from  0.11  to  0.27  and was  35-60%  less 
than  the  WT  mean  (PTJPN~ =  0.36).  The  five  mutant  receptors  with  the  lowest 
relative  permeabilities  to  "Iris  +  were  etl3"/SsrT,  al3"ySz.vQ, 0t'P2'Al~'~S2' A,  a[~'~S2' F,  and 
Ct~,AI3G2,S~/SS2,A, and they were not significantly different from each other.  None of the 
mutations significantly increased PTJPN.. 
The following 12 mutant receptors had relative Tris + permeabilities that were not 
significantly different from the WE: C~t3,/Q.VES, otl3G~,s~8  , o~13~/~,s8  , Ctl3~/~,AS, CtSVAI3~Ss6"A, 
CI~[~F6,S'y~  )  O~[~'y~Sf, F)  0~SI0'A~TI0.A'~ ,  12~SI0.A~'~TI2.A~ ,  O~FI4.Y~/~,  (~13~/F14,Y~ ,  and al3~/FI4,S~. Mean 
PT~,/PNa  for  these  mutants  ranged  from  0.30  to  0.37  (n =  7-18).  Note  that  the 
position  2'  mutants  ctl3~/Sm,v and  OtT~,AI3VSs~,  A had  significantly lower  relative  Tris + 
TABLE  I 
Mutations That Affect PrJPN~  Significantly 
Mutant  V,(Tris) -  V~(Na)  PTm/PN.  n 
raV 
al3~8 (WT)  -27 ± 3*  0.36 ± 0.04*  59 
a[~3'Ss2'v  --59 --+ 11  0.11 ± 0.06  19 
al3~8Z_Vq  --57 --+ 17  0.13 ± 0.08  7 
O,  rrAl3~t8m,^  --55 ± 9  0.13 ± 0.04  9 
a[3~8s~,  F  --50 ± 3  0.15 ± 0.02  9 
O~,AI3C2,S'/SS~,  ^  --49 --+ 3  0.15 ± 0.02  13 
al3~t~,V8  --41 --+- 2  0.21 ± 0.01  11 
al3~tvr^8sr^  --38 ± 7  0.24 ± 0.06  5 
a133'm,F8  -36 -+ 1  0.25 ± 0.01  10 
al3~/m,L8  --36 ± 4  0.26 ± 0.04  12 
~,AI$OrS~r2,A8  --35 ± 2  0.26 ± 0.02  5 
~r2,^13~8  --34 ±  I  0.27 ± 0.01  11 
a13"t8s2,  A  --34 ± 4  0.27 ± 0.04  15 
~r~,AI~/~,A8  --34 ± 5  0.27 ± 0.05  5 
*Mean -+ SD. 
permeabilities than the WT (Table I); but similar mutations at other positions, such 
as  etl3~/Ss6,F, al3rvs~/8,  etl3~/Fl4,sS, etS6,AI3~SS6,A, and  0tSl0,A~fl0,k'y~  ,  did  not  affect  relative 
Tris + permeability. 
The  data  given above  suggest  that  positions  -1'  and  2'  are  major  loci  of Tris ÷ 
selectivity in the WT mouse receptor.  However,  the difference between the relative 
permeabilities of the mouse and Torpedo WTs to Tris + was not due to differences in 
the residues at positions -1'  and 2'. The mouse 0t13~/~ receptor has the same amino 
acids  at  positions  -1'  and  2'  as  (et[3~/8)T except  that  mouse  has  a  glycine  (G)  at 
position 2'  in [3 and Torpedo has a  serine (S)  (see  Fig.  1). Thus,  the  mouse mutant, 
etl~Gzs~/8, was identical to (etl3~/8)x at positions --1' and 2' (see Fig.  1).  Nevertheless, it 
had nearly the  same mean relative permeability to Tris ÷ (PTns/PNa =  0.35  ---+ 0.02)  as 
ctl3~/8 rather  than  (a13~/8)T. Thus,  changing ctl3~/8 to  match  (etl3"/8)T at  positions  --1' 
and 2' did not make the Tris+/Na + permeability ratio of mouse and Torpedo nAChR's COHEN El" AL.  Narrowest  Region of nAChR Channel  555 
equal. It seems that there are additional sites on the receptor, distinct from positions 
-1'  and 2', that are important for Tris + selectivity. 
Tris + Permeability Correlates with Side-Chain  Hydrophobicity Better  Than with 
Volume 
To  find  out  how  physical  changes  in  the  pore  wall  affected  Tris +  selectivity,  we 
examined the correlation between the sum of the volumes (2V) or relative hydropho- 
bicities (~AFAA) of the amino acids at position 2', and [Vr(Tris)  -  Vr(Na)] P-rnJPNa for 
ctl3~/~ and  15  position  2'  mutants.  EV and  EAFAA were  computed  from previously 
published estimates for the volumes (Creighton,  1984) and relative hydrophobicities 
(Guy,  1985)  of the  amino  acid  side-chains.  The  a  subunit  was  counted  twice  (we 
assumed a subunit stoichiometry of 0t:13:~/:8 =  2:1:1 : 1). The relative hydrophobicity of 
an amino acid was defined as the mean partition energy (AFt) required  to transfer 
the  amino  acid  from water  to  an  organic  solvent  minus  the  energy  required  to 
transfer  glycine  (Guy,  1985).  Thus,  more  hydrophobic  residues  are  denoted  by a 
more negative AFt. ~AF~ ranged from -0.62 kcal/mol (etl3~/v2,s~) to -2.67 kcal/mol 
(al3~/x~,F8), and ~V from 416/~3 (Ota~'Al3~/T~'Ag)  to 598 k s (etl]'/gS2'F)" 
The correlation between PvJPNa and ~Z~AA for the WT and the  15 receptors with 
mutations at position 2' is shown in Fig. 5 A. The regression line in Fig. 5 A was fit to 
the raw data rather than to mean values of Pxd,/PNa. The slope of the regression line 
was 0.074  -+ 0.008 mol/kcal (_+ standard error of estimate, SEE) and the intercept on 
the permeability axis (corresponding to a receptor with glycines in all the subunits at 
position 2') was 0.37  --- 0.01. 
Changes  in  the  total relative  hydrophobicity at position  2' were a  better overall 
predictor of the Tris+/Na ÷ permeability ratios than were changes in the total volume. 
The Pearson correlation coefficient (R) was 0.52  for P-r,s/P~a versus EAF~,  0.41  for 
[Vr(Tris)- Vr(Na)]  versus  2£AF~,  0.18  for  P-rns/PN~ versus  EV,  and  0.17  for 
[V~fFris) -  Vr(Na)] versus ZV (n =  218 oocytes). All four correlation coefficients were 
significant  (P <  0.01),  but  [V~(Tris)- V~(Na)] and  PxJPN~  were  more  strongly 
correlated with ]£AFAA than with EV. E~tFAA accounted for 27% of the total variance of 
PTJPN~,  while  ~V accounted  for only  3%  of the  variance.  Multivariate  regression 
using both ~AFAA and ~V did not significantly improve the predictive power of ~AFAA 
alone. 
PwJPN~ and  [Vr(Tris)  -  V~(Na)] were  more  strongly  correlated  with  ~AF~  if we 
included only mutations that did not increase the total volume of the side-chains at 
position  2'  (Fig.  5 B).  ]£V for these  mutants was between  84  and  100%  of the WT 
value  (EVwr =  497  ~3).  R  was  0.77  for  PVri~/PYa versus  EAF~,  and  0.75  for 
[V~fTris) -  Vr(Na)] versus EAFAA (n =  131). The regression line fit to the raw data had 
a  slope of 0.16  _+ 0.01  mol/kcal and an intercept of 0.479  +  0.01.  ~AF~ accounted 
for 59% of the variance of Pzris/Pya and 56% of the variance of [V~(Tris) -  V~(Na)]. 
Mutations at Position  2' in  6 Have a Greater Effect Than Those in  y 
To determine whether equivalent changes in the volume and relative hydrophobicity 
(AFAA) of the amino acid at position 2' in ,/and 8 differentially affected the relative 
permeability  of  the  channel  to  Tris +,  we  examined  the  relation  between 
[Vr(Tris)  -  V~(Na)] and the volume (Fig. 6 A) or relative hydrophobicity (Fig. 6 B) of 556  THE JOURNAL OF  GENERAL PHYSIOLOGY  •  VOLUME  99 • 1992 
the residue at position 2' for the WT and a series of point mutations at position 2' in 
,/or & The lines in Fig. 6, A and B, represent regression lines fit to the raw data for the 
~/and ~ mutants, excluding 043~/~s2,v. [V~(Tris)  -  Vr(Na)]  for the 2~ mutants changed by 
-0.10  +  0.01  mV/~  3  as  a  function  of  side-chain  volume  and  by  5.6  -+  0.4 
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FIGURE  5.  Correlation  be- 
tween  the  Tris+/Na  ÷  perme- 
ability ratio  (PTJPN~) and the 
sum  of the  relative hydropho- 
bicities  (•AFAA)  of  the  amino 
acids at position 2', The filled 
circles represent the WT (~xl3~8) 
and mutants for which the sum 
of  the  amino  acid  side-chain 
volumes  at  position  2'  (XV) 
was  _< XVwr. The hollow circles 
represent mutants with a XV > 
XVwr. Error bars  are  +  1 SD. 
Solid lines are regression lines 
fit to the raw data. (A) PTrls/PNa 
versus EAFAA  for the WT and all 
the  position  2'  mutants.  (B) 
Prris/PNa versus  XAFAA for  the 
WT and those position 2'  mu- 
tants with XV _<  XVwr. 
mV.kcal/mol as  a  function of side-chain hydrophobicity (n =  119  oocytes).  On the 
other hand, [V~(Tris)  -  Vr(Na)]  for the ~ mutants changed by -0.21  +- 0.01 mV/2~  ~ as 
a  function of side-chain volume and by  11.3  -+  0.5  mV'kcal/mol as  a  function of 
side-chain  hydrophobicity  (n =  83).  Thus,  ignoring  the  anomalous  behavior  of COHEN  ET AL. 
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FIGURE 6.  Effects  of  muta- 
tions at position 2'  in ~, and 5 
on  [Vr(Tris)-V,(Na)].  Filled 
circles  represent  mean 
[Vr(Tris)- Vr(Na)] for  the  WF 
and  ~/  mutants;  hollow  circles 
represent  mean  [Vr(Tris  )  - 
Vr(Na)  ] for the WT and 8 mu- 
tants.  Error bars  are  _  1 SD. 
Lines denote linear regressions 
fit  to  the  raw  data  excluding 
a[3~Ss~,  T.  (A)  Mean  [V~(Tris) - 
Vr(Na)]  versus  the  side-chain 
volume  (VOL) of  the  amino 
acid  at  position 2'.  (B)  Mean 
[Vr(Tris)  -  Vr(Na)] versus  the 
relative  hydrophobicity  of  the 
amino  acid  at  position  2' 
(AFt). 
0l~'~S2,T, mutations at position 2' in 8 had a  larger effect on [Vr(Tris) -  Vr(Na)]  than 
those in ",/per unit change in volume or AFAA. These results suggest that position 2' in 
8 plays a  more important role in determining the selectivity of the nAChR to Tris  ÷ 
than does the corresponding site in %,. 
Subunit  Substitutions  and Deletions Also Affect  Tris ÷ Permeability 
We obtained ACh responses from oocytes injected with mouse a[3~/ (~0) or ~xl38 (~/0) 
alone (White,  1987; Kullberg et al.,  1990; Lo, Pinkham, and Stevens, 1990; Charnet, 
Labarca,  and  Lester,  1992),  with  ¢  instead  of  ~/,  or  with  a  five  times  higher 558  THE  JOURNAL  OF  GENERAL  PHYSIOLOGY  •  VOLUME  99.  1992 
concentration  of e  (~5) instead  of %  The a~',/,  e~13~, c~J38~, and  a138e~ receptors  gave 
much  smaller  responses  to  ACh  than  did  cc[3~/8 and  required  longer  incubation 
periods for expression. 
Table  II  gives  mean  [V~(Tris)-  V~(Na)]  and  PT,,/PN~  for  these  receptors.  The 
mouse 80 receptor and the mouse-Xenopus  hybrid (a13~Sx) were practically imperme- 
able to Tris+; they displayed the lowest Tris+/Na + permeability ratios of any receptor 
we tested (PT,~/PN~  <  0.06).  Fig. 7 A shows examples ofACh-induced I-V relations in 
NaCI  and  Tris-HCl  from  an  oocyte  injected  with  a13~/ and  incubated  for  7  d.  IAch 
reversed  at  -5  mV  in  NaCI  and  at  -78  mV  in  Tris-HCl.  PT~i,/PNa was  0.06.  The 
currents  shown  in  this  figure  represent  the  largest  ACh responses we observed  for 
~f3-/. 
As  previously  reported  (White,  1987;  Kullberg  et  al.,  1990),  omission  of the  8 
subunit also changed the rectification of the macroscopic ACh-induced I-V relation in 
NaCI (Fig. 7 B). The I-V relation for et[3~/in  NaCI shown in Fig. 7A was replotted  in 
Fig.  7 B  along with the curve for al3~/8 shown in Fig. 4 B. The/-V relation for al3~8 
from Fig. 4 B was normalized to the current for afl'y at -  1 17 mV after matching the 
TABLE  II 
Effects of Subunit Substitutions and Deletions 
Receptor type  V~(Tris) -  VJNa)  PrJPN.  n 
mV 
cq378 0NT)  -27 -  3*  0.36 ± 0.04"  59 
cq3~  -29 -  4  0.33 -  0.05  13 
aiB~e~  -30 ± 3  0.32 ± 0.04  4 
cq3~  -29 -  4  0.33 -+'0.04  6 
cq37  -75 -+ 7  0.06 -+ 0.02  20 
c~]33,8  x  -79 ± 11  0.05 ± 0.03  9 
(C~[3~'~)T  --39 ± 5  0.22 -+ 0.05  4 
*Mean  +-  SD. 
reversal  potentials.  Fig.  7 B  shows that  the I-V relation  for the  80 receptor rectified 
more strongly than did the relation for the WT. 
The a[38, cx[38e, and ~8~5  receptors  had approximately  the same relative  perme- 
abilities to Tris + as ~13~8 (Table II). Fig. 7 C shows IAch in NaC1 and in Tris'HCl from 
an oocyte injected with 0~138 after a  7-d incubation.  IAch reversed  at  -4  mV in NaC1 
and at  -29  mV in Tris'HCl, giving a PTJPNa of 0.38. 
Normalized, ACh-induced I-V relations for cx[38 (70) and ~]3~/8 in NaCl are shown in 
Fig. 7 D. As reported by Charnet et al. (1992), omitting ~ had no noticeable effect on 
the  rectification  of IAch in  NaCI.  The  I-V  relation  for  "/0  in  Fig.  7 D  essentially 
superimposed on the WT curve. 
Point Mutation  Data Predict Subunit Alteration Data 
The  effects  of  the  point  mutations  were  consistent  with  effects  of  the  subunit 
omissions and  substitutions  given (a) the hypothesis that positions  -1'  and 2' form 
the main ion selectivity filter of the nAChR, and (b) the present view that -,/substitutes 
for 8 in the 80 channels  and vice-versa (Kullberg et al.,  1990; Charnet et al.,  1992). COHEN ET AL.  Narrowest Region of nAChR Channel  559 
Under  this  assumption,  %  channels  would  correspond  to  the  double  mutant 
Oq3~/Q_Vr,T~,S8 (at  positions  --1'  and  2'),  and  80  channels  would  correspond  to  the 
double  mutant  043~/SE.vO~S2'T (see  Fig.  1). We did  not construct  these double  mutants 
but  we  did  measure  the  relative  Tris ÷  permeabilities  of  the  appropriate  single 
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FIGURE 7.  ACh-induced/-V  relations for the WT (a[3~8),  80  (al3~t), and  % (ctf38) receptors. 
Reversal potentials are indicated by vertical lines. Horizontal line indicates I  =  0 hA. Scaling of 
voltage axis is identical in all panels.  Note change of current scale in C. (A) ACh-induced I-V 
relations for ctl3~/in NaCI and in Tris'HCl. The I-V relation in NaCI was generated by ramping 
the voltage  from  -120  to  +50  mV and  applying  3  p.M ACh. The  relation  in Tris'HCl was 
generated  by  ramping  the  voltage  from  -120  to  0  mV  and  applying  50  wM  ACh.  (B) 
Normalized ACh-induced I-V relations for al3~ and 0t[3~/8 in NaCI. The original I-V relation for 
cd3~8 in Fig. 4 B was shifted  + 1 mV along the voltage axis and the current was divided by a 
factor of 5.6 to match the current for a[3,/at  -  117 inV. Curve for al3~/in NaCI was the same as 
in A.  (C) ACh-induced  1-V relations for a[38  in  NaCI and Tris'HCl.  The  curve in  NaCI was 
generated by ramping the voltage from -30 to +30 mV and applying 3 ~M ACh. The curve in 
Tris-HC!  was  generated  by  ramping  from  -120  to  0  mV  and  applying  5  p,M  ACh.  (D) 
ACh-induced I-V relations for af38 and al3~8 in NaCI. The I-V relation for afl~/was generated by 
applying 3 ~zM ACh and ramping from -  120 to +50 inV. The curve for al3,/8  (same as in Figs. 
4 D  and 7 B) was normalized to 1ACh for a[33 at  --108  mV, after shifting the original af3,t8 I-V 
relation + 1 mV along the voltage axis to equate the reversal potentials. 
mutants.  Neither  a~3,/Q.VE8 nor  o~fl~/a~,s  8  had  any  significant  effect  on  the  relative 
permeability of the receptor to "Iris +, which was consistent with the results from the % 
injections.  Both  ct[3~/SE.,,Q and  otl3~/Ss2,  T significantly  lowered  mean PTns/PNa as would 
be  expected  from  the  results  for  the  80  and  (x[3~/Sx hybrid  receptors  (cd3"/Sx was 560  THE JOURNAL  OF GENERAL  PHYSIOLOGY  • VOLUME  99  •  1992 
equivalent to 0tfl,/Ss2.  T at positions  -  1' and 2'; see Fig.  1).  If we make the additional 
assumptions that (a) positions  -  1' and 2' are part of a single rate-limiting barrier for 
Tris ÷ permeation, (b) mutations at positions -  1' and 2' have an additive effect on the 
height of the relative energy barrier to Tris +, and (c) [Vr(Tris ) -  Vr(Na)] multiplied by 
the Faraday constant (F) gives the difference between the height of the major energy 
barriers for Tris ÷ and Na  + permeation through the nAChR (diG), then the change in 
diG produced by omitting 8 should be equal  to the sum of changes produced by the 
two mutants,  Ct[3~/SE.I, Q and otl3~/Ss~,x: 
AG~  -  AG~8  =  (AG,~B.~S(E_rQ)  --  AG~s)  +  (AG~(S/,T)-  AG~s) 
where  the  subscripts  of  diG  indicate  the  receptor  type,  Factoring  out  F  and 
simplifying, we have: 
di V~  =  diVo~S~E-~'Q/ +  di V~sIs~'T~ -- di V~ 
where  AV =  [V,(Tris)  -  V~(Na)].  Mean  diV~, was  -75  -  7  mV (Table  II) and mean 
(AV~stE-VQI +  AV~s~S2,T)- diV,~s)  was  -89  -+  20  mV (using  the  means  and  SDs for 
the WT, ot[3"YSE_VQ,  and etl3~/Ss2,v given above). Thus,  mean  [Vr(Tris) -  Vr(Na)] for the 
80 receptor was consistent with values predicted from the mean [V,(Tris)  -  V~(Na)] for 
etl3"YSE_rQ, etl3~/Ss2.x, and et[3~/8. The data are, however, insufficiently precise to rule out 
the possibility that additional differences between 8o and those receptors possessing a 
full complement of normal or mutated subunits  may also influence PTJPN,. 
Substitution of e for 7  resulted in no change in the amino acids at position  -  1' or 
2' (see Fig.  1), and did not change the relative permeability of the channel to Tris ÷. 
Mole-Fraction Dependence of Vr Conforms to the GHK Equation 
To see how well the behavior of the W-I" and 80 channels conformed to the predictions 
of  the  Goldman-Hodgkin-Katz  (GHK)  voltage  equation,  we  measured  the  shift 
in  the  biionic  reversal  potential  of  IAch  in  mixed  Na+/Tris +  solutions 
[Vr(Tris +  Na)-  Vr(Na)]  as  a  function  of  the  mole  fraction  of Tris ÷  (Fig.  8A). 
[Vr(Tris +  Na)  -  V~(Na)] was measured for a  group of oocytes injected with etl3,¢8 or 
ot[3",/  in  solutions  made  by  replacing  0,  25,  50,  75,  or  100%  of  the  external 
Na +  with  Tris +.  We  added  -0.5  mV  (59  mV-log  [98/100])  to  the  values  of 
[Vr(Tris +  Na) -  Vr(Na)] for 100% Na  + replacement to compensate for the difference 
between  the  concentration  of Na +  (100  mM)  and  Tris +  (98  raM)  in  the  external 
solutions.  The  lines  in  Fig.  8 A  represent  least-squares  fits  of the  raw  data  to  the 
following equation, derived from the GHK voltage equation: 
[  (PTris/  ([Try+  ]  ]] 
Vr(Tris)  -  Vr(Na)  =  59 log  1 -  1 -  PNa] /[Tris ÷] +  [Na÷]/J  (1) 
where [Tris +] and [Na ÷] were the external concentrations.  [Tris+]/([Tris +] +  [Na+]) = 
0 was not included in the fit.  Eq.  1 fit both the 80 and WT data well, but the fit to 80 
was slightly better than that to the WT. Estimated PTn~/PNa  was 0.07  --+ 0.004 (--+ SEE) 
for 80 (n =  42 oocytes), and 0.32  _+  0.01  for the WT (n =  36). These estimates were 
close to the ones made by completely replacing external  Na + with Tris ÷ (0.36 +  0.4 
for  etl3~/8 and  0.06 +  0.2  for  et[3~). However,  there  was  a  slight,  but  noticeable, COHEN ET AL.  Narrowest  Region of nAChR Channel  561 
discrepancy between the observed values of [Vr(Tris +  Na) -  V,(Na)] for the WT and 
those extrapolated from the data for complete replacement of external Na  + by Tris + 
using Eq.  1 (Fig. 8 B). The solid and dashed lines in Fig. 8 B  show [Vr(Tris +  Na)  - 
Vr(Na)]  calculated  from  Eq.  1  using  the  value  for  PTris/PN~ calculated  from  the 
mean  [Vr(Tris  +  Na)  -  Vr(Na)]  -+  2  SD  (-28.4  -+  3.6  mV,  n  =  13)  for complete 
Na  +  replacement.  The  extrapolated  values  slightly  underestimate  the  observed 
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FIGURE 8.  Shift in the reversal 
potential  of  Isc  h,  [Vr(Tris  + 
Na)  -  Vr(Na)], as a function of 
the  mole-fraction  of  Tris  +, 
[Tris+]/([Tris  +]  +  [Na+]).  Rele- 
vant  sample sizes are  given  in 
parentheses. Error bars are -  1 
SD.  (.4)  [Vr(Tris  +  Na)  - 
V~(Na)] versus [Tris+]/([Tris  +] + 
[Na+]) for the mouse WT (filled 
circles) and  g0  (hollow circles). 
Total n was 13 for the WT and 
12  for  g0.  Lines  are  least- 
squares fits of the raw data us- 
ing Eq.  1 in  the text.  (B)  Ob- 
served mean  [Vr(Tris  +  Na)  - 
V,.(Na)] for  the WT versus  the 
values  predicted  by  complete 
replacement  of Na  +  by  Tris  +. 
Solid line represents [Vr(Tris  + 
Na)  -  V~(Na)] predicted from 
the GHK voltage equation (Eq. 
1) and mean PT,  JPNa estimated 
by replacing 100 mM Na + with 
98 mM Tris  +. Dashed lines rep- 
resent mean Pv~is/PNa  -- 2 SD. 
[Vr(Tris +  Na)  -  Vr(Na)] at 25,  50,  and 75% Tris  +, and  [Vr(Tris +  Na)  -  Vr(Na)] was 
actually closer to a linear function of [Tris+]/([Tris  +] +  [Na÷]) than to the logarithmic 
function  predicted by  Eq.  1.  Thus,  even  though  the  mole-fraction data conformed 
approximately to the predictions of the GHK equation,  there was a  slight departure 
from GHK behavior for the WT receptor. Previous studies of ACh-induced, whole-cell 
(Fiekers  and  Henderson,  1982)  and  single-channel  (Sanchez,  Dani,  Siemen,  and 562  THE  JOURNAL  OF  GENERAL  PHYSIOLOGY  •  VOLUME  99  •  1992 
Hille,  1986) currents have also shown discrepancies between the observed currents in 
mixed Na÷/Tris ÷ solutions and the predictions of the GHK current equation. 
Effect of Reducing 8 
One possible interpretation  of some of the mutation data is that ~ mutations  simply 
reduced the probability of incorporating ~ into the receptor and therefore increased 
the proportion of ~0 channels in the population. Theoretically, such an increase could 
reduce  the  apparent  relative  permeability  of the  total  nAChR  population  to Tris + 
even  if  the  mutations  themselves  had  no  direct  effect  on  PTris/Pha. To  test  this 
hypothesis, we measured  [V~(Tris)  -  Vr(Na)] and PTris/PNa for oocytes with one of the 
following ratios of et:[3:~/:~: (a) 2:l:l:l, (b) 2:1:1:0.2, or (c) 2:1:1:0.1. 
Reducing fi by 1/5 or 1/10 reduced the amplitude of the ACh response but had no 
effect on the relative Tris + permeability.  Mean  [Vr(Tris)  -  Vr(Na) ] was  -29  -+  2  mV 
with the  normal concentration  of ~  (n =  14),  -28  -+  3  mV for  1/5  ~  (n =  14),  and 
-31  -+  5  mV for  1/10 ~ (n =  13); and mean PxnJPNa  was 0.34  -+ 0.03,  0.34  --+ 0.04, 
and  0.31  -+  0.06.  There  were  no  significant  differences  between  mean 
[V~(Tris)  -  Vr(Na)] (P >- 0.08) or PT,~JPNa (P >- 0.15) among the three groups. Thus, 
reducing  the  concentration  of  ~  by  90%  did  not  lower  the  apparent  relative 
permeability of a13~/~ to Tris +. 
Single-Channel Recordings 
To determine if the ctl3~/bs2,  F mutant resulted in the formation of a  new channel type 
or  merely  represented  a  composite  of WT  and  g0  channels,  we  recorded  single 
nAChR openings in patches containing WT or ctl3~s2, F channels. Fig. 9, A and B show 
examples  of single-channel I-V relations  for ¢xl3~/8 (Fig.  9 A) and et[3~/fis2,  F (Fig.  9 B) 
created  by ramping  the command potential  of the  patch clamp between  -150  and 
+ 150 mV. Single-channel currents for both et[3~/3 (Leonard et al.,  1988) and etl3~/~s2,  v 
rectified  inwardly.  The  slope  conductance  of  the  main  conductance  at  negative 
holding potentials  (solid lines in Fig. 9, A  and B) was 40 pS for et[3~/~ and 33 pS for 
ct~/~s2, ~ for the patches in Fig. 9, A and B. 
As is evident from Fig. 9 A, the WT receptor (et[3~) had several conductance states, 
but  further  study  indicated  that  none  of  these  states  matched  the  main  state 
conductance  of et~/~s2,v  at  13  or  23°C.  At  13°C,  ~[~/~  displayed  three  different 
conductance  states  in  six  patches  with  mean  conductances  of 43  -+  4  pS  (n =  3 
patches),  22  -+  1 pS (n =  3), and  13 pS (n =  1), while et~s2, r had a  32  -+  1-pS main 
state  conductance  (n =  2)  and  an  11-pS  substate  (n =  1)  in  two  patches.  At  23°C, 
t~[37~ had a main state conductance of 65  +  2 pS (n =  7) and a substate conductance 
of 14  -  1 pS  (n =  2),  while  t~13~/bsz,F had  a  main  state  conductance  of 50  pS and  a 
substate  conductance of 28 pS  (n =  1).  Thus,  the main state  of ct~'y~sz,  F was distinct 
from all the identifiable conductance states of ctl3~/~. 
The  temperature  dependence  of the  main  state  of ~t[3~/~ and  the  largest  conduc- 
tance  state  of ctl3,/~s~,  v were  nearly identical.  Assuming that  the  43-pS  state  at  13°C 
and  the  65-pS  state  at  23°C  represented  the  same  state,  the  Q~0  for  the  largest 
conductance state  of t~[3~/~ was  1.5. Similarly,  assuming that the  32-pS state  at  13°C 
and the 50-pS state at 23°C were the same channel, the Q~0 of et[3~/~s2,F was 1.6. Thus, 
single-channel recordings showed that the et[~/~s~,  v mutation resulted  in the appear- COHEN El" AL.  Narrowest Region of nAChR Channel  563 
ance  of a  distinct channel  type with  a  smaller conductance  than  the  main  state  of 
c~13"/5 but a  similar temperature dependence. 
There  Were Many  Unresponsive  Mutants 
Charnet  et  al.  (1990)  found  that  several  mutants  at  position  2'  failed  to  express 
functional receptors. This pattern continued in our studies. However, by using higher 
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FIGURE 9.  I-V  relations  for 
single  ACh  channel  openings 
generated  by  ramping  the 
patch voltage in a  symmetrical 
KC1  solution  (see  Methods)  at 
13°C.  Background current was 
subtracted  out  by  fitting  a 
straight line to a region without 
channel  activity  (-25  to  +35 
mV).  Sampling  frequency  was 
3.3 kHz. (A) Single-channel 1-V 
relation  for  ~t[3~/& The  data 
from  seven  successive  ramps 
are superimposed. Filterf~ =  1 
kHz. Solid line shows the slope 
conductance  of the  main  state 
currents  at  negative  holding 
potentials. [ACh] =  1 I~M. The 
extrapolated reversal potential 
(Vr) was  +6  inV.  (B)  Single- 
channel  I-V  relation  for 
oLf3~sz,  r.  Data  are  from  one 
ramp.  The  tx[3~/~s~,  F  channels 
quickly desensitized at the high 
ACh  concentration  (100  ~M) 
required  to  see  activity.  Filter 
f~  =  0.8  kHz.  Solid line  gives 
the  slope  conductance  of 
~t13~s2,  r,  and  the  dashed  line 
gives the slope conductance of 
~[3~/~, shifted to  V  r for ~13~Bs2,  F 
(-3 mY). 
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ACh concentrations than previously, we obtained data from two mutants  (~T2,A[~'~T2,A~, 
C~T2,AI3~/bSZ,A)  that  previously  gave  undetectable  responses.  A  third  mutant 
(aT2,AI3"YT/,A~S2,A)  still failed to respond to higher agonist concentrations. 
Mutations at positions -  1' or 2' in a  were more likely to abolish agonist responses 
completely than were similar mutations in ~/or &  In addition, mutations at position 564  THE  JOURNAL  OF  GENERAL  PHYSIOLOGY  •  VOLUME  99"  1992 
2'  in  8 were  more likely to abolish  agonist response in Tris-HCl than were  similar 
mutations in y.  12 of 39 txl3y8 mutants did not respond to 0.1-2  mM ACh in NaCI: 
0~E_  1  ,Q13'~/~,  0LT2,L[3'~,  0LT2,F13~/8,  0~T2,Y[3'~8,  0LT2,G  13"y8 ,  OLT2,S13~t  ~,  (It  [3"Y8S2,C,  ~1378S2,L, 
(Y'T2'A13G2'S'~/T2'A  ~S2'A,  t[~-13~/Q-I'ESE-l'Q, 0tT2'AI~'YT2'A~SZ'A, and  OLFI4,S13FI4,Y~IF14,SSFI4,S  .  Mutants  that 
did not respond in NaC1 were usually not tested further with Tris.HC1. In addition to 
the above mutants, two 8 mutants responded to ACh in NaCI but failed to respond in 
Tris-HCl: a[3~Ssz,v and ct13ySsz,  c. All in all, six of the seven point mutations we made at 
positions  -  1' and 2' in a  completely abolished agonist responses, and four of eight 
similar mutations  in  8  abolished  agonist responses  in Tris.HC1.  In contrast,  all  six 
receptors  with  a  single  mutation  in  "y  at  position  -1'  or  2'  (a13~Q.I,ES, a13~/v2,aS, 
Ct[3YT2'SS, a13~/T2'LS, a13~/T2'r 8, and a13yv2,v8  ), and the single receptor with a comparable 
mutation in 13 (ot13a~,syS), gave robust ACh responses in both NaC1 and Tris'HC1. The 
subunit stoichiometry of the channel (presumably a:[3:y:8 =  2:1:1:1) may explain the 
effects of mutations  in  a  on receptor expression.  The  finding  that  fewer 8  than  y 
mutants  responded  in  Tris'HCl  was  consistent  with  the  effects  of  position  2' 
mutations on relative Tris ÷ permeability. 
We  did  not  pursue  further tests of mutant expression  using  [125I]ct-bungarotoxin 
(Yoshii et al.,  1987)  because we found that this assay was far less sensitive than the 
electrophysiological assay. Mutants such as a13~/Ssz,F, which gave easily detectable ACh 
responses,  displayed  barely  detectable  [~zsI]a-bungarotoxin  binding.  Thus,  it  is 
possible that some of the mutant mRNA combinations led to receptors that are fully 
assembled,  can  bind  ACh,  and  can  undergo  the  conformational  changes  that 
normally open the channel,  but cannot pass Na + or Tris +. 
DISCUSSION 
We  measured  the  relative  permeability  of  WT  and  mutated  nAChR's  to  Tris + 
electrophysiologically.  The  results  support  the  hypothesis  that  M2  is  the  pore- 
forming region of the nAChR and suggest that positions  -1'  and 2' in M2 probably 
form the main ion selectivity filter of the channel  for large monovalent cations. We 
also found that increasing  the hydrophobicity of the residues  at position 2' without 
increasing the volume is sufficient to lower dramatically the relative Tris + permeabil- 
ity of the channel.  In fact, side-chain hydrophobicity at position 2' is a better overall 
predictor of the relative Tris + permeability than is side-chain volume. A comparison 
of mutations at position 2' in 8 and y  suggests that 8 plays a more important role in 
ion selectivity than ~/. 
Our results also show that subunit  deletions and substitutions can change the ion 
selectivity of the mouse nAChR. The 8o receptor and the mouse-Xenopus hybrid tx13~Sx 
are almost impermeable to Tris +, while  the Y0, a[38~, and ~t138e~ receptors have the 
same relative permeability to Tris + as ct13y~. 
Finally, we found that the mole-fraction dependence of the biionic reversal poten- 
tial of Iach in mixed Na+/Tris + solutions was described reasonably well by the GHK 
voltage equation, with the possibility of a slight departure by the mouse WT nAChR. 
Ion Selectivity  Filter Is at Positions  -t'  and 2' 
The Li+/NH~  " permeability ratio is constant for concentrations between  10  and  150 
raM, and streaming potentials are rather small for large organic cations (Dani,  1989). COHEN ET ~tL.  Narrowest Region of nAChR Channel  565 
These  facts  suggest  that  nAChR's  in  BC3H-1  cells  have  a  single  main  site  for 
ion-channel interaction,  3-6 ~  long, that is either a binding site or a barrier for ions 
permeating the channel (Dani,  1989). Our experiments identify positions -  1' and 2' 
as the  major site of Tris ÷ selectivity. An idealized a-helix has 3.6 residues  per turn 
and a  pitch of 5.4 ,~ (Pauling,  Corey, and Branson,  1951),  and in some models the 
predicted a-helical conformation of M2 extends to position  -1'  (Furois-Corbin and 
Pullman,  1988; Hilgenfeld and Hucho,  1988). The molecular dimensions ofTris  + are 
6.0  x  6.9  ×  7.7 ~  (Huang et al.,  1978),  which means that a Tris  + molecule might 
simultaneously contact  the side chains at both positions  -1'  and  2', depending on 
their exact conformations. Thus, positions  -1'  and 2' could be part of a  single site 
that  interacts  with  large  organic  cations.  Therefore,  both  the  streaming  potential 
measurements  and  our  mutation  data  are  consistent  with  the  hypothesis  that  the 
main selectivity filter for large monovalent cations could be localized to one full turn 
of the M2 a-helix. 
The monotonic decline in Vr in the mole-fraction experiments is consistent with the 
hypothesis that al3~./8 and  80 can hold  only one ion at a  time (Eisenman and  Dani, 
1987).  A  one-ion  channel  may  nonetheless  contain  more  than  one  energy  well 
(ion-binding site) and energy barrier for a  permeating ion (L~iuger,  1973). The fair 
agreement between the shift in V  r produced by varying the mole-fraction of Tris ÷ and 
the GHK voltage equation (Eq.  1, Fig. 8, A and B) suggests that 80 and 0t13~/8 contain 
either (a) a single, rate-limiting barrier for permeation or (b) multiple energy barriers 
whose heights for Na  + and Tris + permeation differ by a constant amount for the two 
ions (constant energy offset condition  [L~iuger,  1973;  Hille,  1975;  Levitt,  1986]). 
We should,  however, avoid an oversimplified view of Na + and Tris + permeation. 
First,  Fig.  8 B  does show small deviations between Tris+/Na  ÷ permeability ratios for 
a13~/8 and the predictions of Eq.  1. These deviations could be caused by (a) a  slight 
difference in the location of the rate-limiting barrier for Na + and Tris + permeation in 
the  electric  field of the  channel,  or (b)  a  small  deviation  from the  constant  energy 
offset condition (Krasne,  1980).  Second,  the region between positions  -1'  and 2' is 
not the sole determinant of ion selectivity. The al3G2,s~/8 mutant receptor has the same 
amino acids at position  -1'  and 2' as (a13~/8)T, but the same relative permeability to 
Tris  + as a[3~/~. If we assume that differences in the overall conformation of (c~13"yS)x 
are  not  responsible  for the  difference  in  the  selectivity of a13~/~ and  (a[3~/8)v, then 
there  must be additional  sites  in  the channel  that  influence  its selectivity for large 
monovalent cations. 
Hydrophobicity  Influences  Ion Selectivity 
Previous work on nAChR's at the frog neuromuscular junction  (Dwyer et al.,  1980) 
has shown that the relative permeability of the nAChR to organic cations decreases 
monotonically  with  the  size  of  the  cation,  as  though  ion  selectivity  is  primarily 
determined by an increase in  the  hydrodynamic friction between a  permeating ion 
and the channel wall. Our results showing a weak correlation between the change in 
side-chain  volume  at  position  2'  and  the  Tris÷/Na  + permeability ratio  emphasize 
hydrophobicity instead.  Replacing the  amino acids at position  2' with much larger 
residues,  such  as  phenylalanine  and  tyrosine,  significantly  reduced  the  relative 
permeability of the channel to Tris+; but these mutations also changed the hydropho- 566  THE  JOURNAL  OF  GENERAL  PHYSIOLOGY  •  VOLUME  99  •  1992 
bicity of residues at position 2', and our results show that a  significant reduction  in 
relative  Tris  +  permeability  can  be  obtained  without  increasing  the  volume  of the 
residues at position 2'. In fact, two of the five mutants listed in Table I with the lowest 
relative permeabilities to Tris + (aT2,AI~'~S2,A and 0tT2,AI~G2,S~/~S2,A) were  mutants that did 
not involve increases in the total side-chain volume at position 2'. Mean PTns/Prqa for 
tX~,AI3~SSZ  a  (0,13--+ 0.04)  was  64%  less  than  for  the  WT  (0.36-+ 0.2),  and  mean 
Pws/PNa for 0tT2,A[~G2,S~/~S2,A (0.15  -4- 0.02)  was  58% less.  However,  an increase  in  the 
hydrophobicity of the amino acids at position 2' could allow residues with the same or 
a  smaller volume to pack more closely together,  thus  constricting  the  pore.  High- 
resolution structural  data are evidently required  to decide whether the reduction  in 
relative Tris + permeability produced by raising the hydrophobicity of the position 2' 
residues is due to a constriction of the pore or to some other mechanism. 
Nevertheless,  the  strong  correlation  between  relative  hydrophobicity of the  resi- 
dues  at position  2' and the Tris+/Na + permeability ratios of mutant receptors with 
XV <  XVwr suggests that one should consider the role of hydrogen bonds between a 
permeant ion and the position 2' residues and/or the electrostatic repulsion between 
a  large  cation  and  the  walls  of the  channel  as  factors  in  determining  selectivity. 
Replacing  the  serines  and  threonines  with  nonpolar  amino  acids  at  position  2' 
reduces  the  number  of residues  available  for  hydrogen  bonding  to  Tris +  at  this 
position.  Assuming  that  large  cations  such  as  Tris +  must  be  dehydrated  more 
completely than small ions such as Na +, reducing the number of position 2' residues 
available for hydrogen bonding would increase the added energy required  for Tris + 
to permeate the channel.  The result could be a  lower Tris+/Na + permeability ratio. 
The energy represented by the difference between  [Vr(Tris ) -  Vr(Na)]  for af3~/~ and 
aa~,AI3~/~s2,  A is 0.64 kcal/mol. This energy is at the low end of the range of estimated 
energies  (0.5-1.8  kcal/mol)  for  hydrogen  bonds  between  uncharged  donors  and 
acceptors in protein-ligand complexes and nucleic acids (Alber,  1989). Alternatively, 
increased electrostatic repulsion between the channel walls and Tris + could account 
for the lower relative Tris  + permeability. The nAChR pore is supposed to be large 
enough  (minimum of 6.5  A  across at its narrowest constriction)  to accommodate a 
small cation such as Na + without complete dehydration. Thus, it is possible that Na ÷ 
is  partially  shielded  from changes  in  the  dielectric  constant  of the channel wall by 
water molecules, while a large cation such as Tris ÷ is not shielded. 
y and 6 Play Nonequivalent Roles 
One  possible explanation  for the  apparent difference between  the  effects of muta- 
tions at position 2' in -/and ~ is the difference between the residues at position -  1' in 
these two subunits. The ~/ subunit has an uncharged  glutamine (Q) at position  -1', 
while the ~ subunit has a  negatively charged glutamate (E) at this position (see Fig. 
1). If positions -  1' and 2' form part of a single binding site for Tris +, then mutations 
at position 2' in ~/might be less disruptive than mutations at the same position in 8 
because Tris + binding is normally weaker to 7 as a result of the uncharged amino acid 
at position  -  1 '. 
An alternative explanation for the difference between ~/and ~ is that the subunits 
are  asymmetrically arranged  around  the  pore,  possibly  because  of the  additional 
residue that appears uniquely in the ~/sequence at position -2'  (not shown in Fig.  1). COHEN ET AL.  Narrowest  Region of nAChR Channel  567 
Thus,  position  2'  in  "y  might  be  less  accessible  to  Tris +  than  the  corresponding 
position in ~ because of the way ~/is tilted relative to the pore axis, but position  -  1' 
in  ~/  might  be  more  accessible.  In  support  of a  different  configuration  for  the  -y 
subunit, previous work (Imoto et al.,  1988) has shown that mutating the glutamine at 
position  -1'  in the  Torpedo ~1 subunit  to lysine reduced  the  single-channel conduc- 
tance more than was expected on the basis of the net charge change at that position. 
Conductance States of al3y6 and afly6s2,F 
The  single-channel  data  show  that  the  WT  (tx~,/~)  and  ctl3~/~s2,  F mutations  clearly 
display different main-state conductances;  other mutations  at position  2'  have also 
produced conductance changes (Villarroel et al.,  1991). 
Previous data (Kullberg et al.,  1990)  suggest that the multiple conductance  states 
observed  for WT  nAChR's,  cloned  from  BC3H-1  cells  and  expressed  in  oocytes, 
represent  distinct  subunit  compositions.  More  measurements  will  be  necessary  to 
correlate  the  substrates  in  our  mutated  channels  with  particular  subunit  composi- 
tions. 
Subunit Deletions and Point Mutations  Give Complementary Data 
Our  results  show  that  deletions  or  substitutions  of  the  ~,  but  not  ~/,  subunit 
dramatically  reduce  the  relative  permeability  of the  channel  to  Tris ÷.  This  result 
raises the  question  of whether or not  some of the  point mutation data could  arise 
artifactually from the formation of nAChR's with subunit deletions. The formation of 
~0 channels  clearly cannot account for the effects of point mutations at position  2', 
because  the  ~0  receptor  has  the  same  relative  permeability  to  Tris +  as  the  WT 
channel.  The absence of an effect of reducing the relative concentration of ~ on the 
relative  permeability  of ~[37~  to  Tris + and  the  difference  between  the  main-state 
conductance  of ~t~/~  and  ot~/~s2, ~ argues  that  ~0  channels  do  not  account  for the 
effects of all the mutations in ~. Furthermore,  the effects of the point mutations are 
consistent with effects of the subunit deletions if we assume that ~/substitutes for ~ in 
~0 channels, and vice-versa (Kullberg et al.,  1990). Finally, the incubation times of the 
mutants were generally shorter than that required to obtain ACh responses from ~0. 
These data do not formally exclude the possibility, but render it quite unlikely, that 
the formation of ~0 channels provides a  trivial explanation for our graded effects of 
point mutations in the ~ subunit. 
A Number of Experiments  Suggest That M2 Lines the Pore 
Fig.  10, A  and B,  gives a  structure-function  map of M2 based on the results of this 
and previous studies. Previous work shows that mutations at positions -  1 ', 2', 6', and 
20'  affect  single-channel  conductance  (Imoto  et  al.,  1988;  Leonard  et  al.,  1988; 
Charnet et al.,  1990; Villarroel et al.,  1991);  mutations at position  -1',  2', and 20' 
affect monovalent metal cation selectivity (Konno et al.,  1991; Villarroel et al.,  1991); 
mutations at position 20' affect block by Mg  ~+ (Imoto et al.,  1988); and mutations at 
positions  6'  and  10'  affect block by QX-222  (Leonard  et al.,  1988;  Charnet  et al., 
1990).  Our  experiments  show  that  mutations  at  positions  -1'  and  2'  alter  the 
selectivity  of the  channel  for  Tris +  (present  results)  and  for  other  large  organic 
cations  (Cohen,  B.  N.,  C.  Labarca,  L.  Czyzyk,  N.  Davidson,  and  H.  A.  Lester, o
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unpublished  data). These functions are all normally associated with the conducting 
pore of the nAChR channel.  Other noncompetitive inhibitors  (NCIs),  [3H]chlorpro- 
mazine (Giraudat et al.,  1986; Giraudat, Dennis, Heidmann, Haumont, Lederer, and 
Changeux,  1987;  Giraudat,  Galzi,  Revah, Changeux,  Haumont and Lederer,  1989; 
Revah  et  al.,  1990)  and  [SH]triphenylmethylphosphonium  (Hucho,  Oberthiir,  and 
Lottspeich,  1986;  Oberthiir  et al.,  1986),  photolabel positions  2', 6', and 9'  in the 
Torpedo M2. These compounds are also thought to act as channel blockers. 
The residues in Fig.  10 A that affect channel functions between positions  -1'  and 
10'  are  spaced  three  to  four  amino  acids  apart  as  would  be  expected  from  an 
~x-helical secondary structure. At present, no function has been attributed to position 
14' despite previous modeling of the pore which suggests that the phenylalanines at 
this position could act as a  cation binding  site  (Eisenman et al.,  1990). An obvious 
cautionary  note  is  that  this  spacing  also  reflects  the  particular  emphasis  of the 
mutants that have been made and tested, although some attention has been paid to 
other positions (Charnet et al.,  1990; Villarroel et al.,  1991;  this paper). 
Our view  (reviewed  in  Lester,  1992)  is  that  the  five  M2  a-helices  surround  the 
conducting pore like sheaves of wheat, slightly askew so that there is a point of closest 
approach.  At  the  extracellular  vestibule,  fixed  charges  affect  ion  flux.  The  open 
channel blocker, QX-222,  penetrates partially into the tapering channel,  so that its 
nonpolar  aromatic  moiety  interacts  most  strongly with  position  10'  and  its  polar 
moiety interacts most strongly with position 6'. Permeant ions also interact with the 
residues  at position  6'. The taper of the channel,  or the absence of a  hydrophobic 
binding site for the aromatic moiety at position 6', prevents QX-222 from reaching 
the  next  helical  turn  at  position  2'.  Here and  at the  next turn  (position  -1')  the 
channel is narrowest; and the M2 residues interact most strongly with permeant ions. 
The channel widens after position -  1' but conductance is still affected by the ring of 
charged amino acids at position -4'. We eagerly await the humiliation that will result 
from high resolution structural data. 
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